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Digitally transform your
retail grocery operations
through actionable insights
Switch to data-driven results in compliance,
efficiency, and health for your refrigeration,
lighting, and HVAC systems

Every store and piece of equipment in your network is unique, and
so are the business goals associated with them. We understand the
context in which these operate. The CORTIX™ AI-enabled Building
IoT platform collates, contextualises, and analyses IoT data from
your equipment and business data. This analysis yields actionable
insights that are utilised by our domain experts to optimise your
equipment performance, deliver energy efﬁciency, and transform
the maintenance of your facilities. 24/7 remote assistance is
provided to store associates and technicians to resolve issues
arising at your sites. Irrespective of the type of equipment
manufacturer, type of systems (HVAC, lighting, and refrigeration),
and the associated controls, our solutions deliver measurably
better results for you.
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With a wide spread of stores across countries,

stress on refrigeration and increases overall
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Effectively manage compliance
Proactively analyse thermal compliance of refrigeration
cases. Receive early indicators of non-compliance along with
the potential causes, thus enabling proactive action to
ensure food safety and lower shrinkage
Reduce food loss through policy adherence for walk-in

Enhance your

coolers and conditioned preparation rooms
Achieve employee and customer comfort through proactive

food safety

action across stores

compliance as

Boost operational efﬁciency

well as save
energy and

Achieve energy savings through the effective management
of lighting and HVAC schedules
Optimise HVAC performance and dehumidifier operations
Record and report case temperatures electronically, and

maintenance
costs with our

monitor door status
Enhance equipment performance through recommended
optimisation of defrost cycles, detecting refrigerant leaks,
and fixing compressor efficiency issues

continuous
monitoring,

Improve equipment health
and lower maintenance cost

advanced

Reduce total cost of ownership by transforming the
maintenance process through data and improving the field

analytics, and

maintenance effectiveness.
Identify

actionable
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proactive

maintenance

opportunities

through

comprehensive analysis of compressor health, high cycle
times, equipment utilisation levels, detecting sensor failures,
and sub-optimal control strategies.
Reduce the number of site dispatches through remote
actions and proactively cover more equipment in every
technician visit. This also reduces emergency dispatches.
Evaluate the effectiveness of maintenance visits through
equipment performance analysis by the CORTIX™ platform,
both before and after maintenance. Enforce workmanship
warranties if required.
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Success story snapshot
For 150+ stores of a large grocery retailer with over 17,000+ equipment.

44%

Decrease in equipment
breakdowns per store per month

50%

Night load savings on energy
wastage corrections for coolers

31%

Improvement in policy
compliance for refrigeration

75%

Reduction in thermal deviation
since beginning of the project

23%

Reduction in energy
wastage incidents*

96%

Thermal compliance
across stores

*Energy wastage incidents such as:
(1) Operation of equipment outside of operating hours (2) Compressor efficiency issues (3) Overcooling in the
summer (4) Scheduling inefficient equipment in place of efficient equipment (5) Detecting refrigerant
leakages , and running excess lights when only the employees are in a store, which is not open for business (6)
High night load when stores are unoccupied.

Enterprise and store level dashboard views
Cabinet compliance

Compressor utilisation

HVAC efficiency

Write to us at info.ecoenergy@carrier.com and elevate your business now.

About EcoEnergy Insights - EcoEnergy Insights is a leading provider of outcome-based services to some of the world's
largest enterprises in industries such as restaurants, retail, hospitality, banking, and water utilities. Its CORTIX™ technology
platform leverages a combination of advanced software and expert human analytics to uncover insights, and use them to
achieve results across sites, multiple industries, and a range of geographies. EcoEnergy Insights is a part of Carrier, a
leading global provider of innovative HVAC, refrigeration, fire, security, and building automation technologies. For more
information, please visit www.ecoenergyinsights.com or write to info.ecoenergy@carrier.com
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